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ABSTRACT
We report radio continuum observations at 1465 MHz obtained with the Very Large Array (VLA) in the
DnC conﬁguration toward the ring nebulae associated with the stars WR 101 and WR 113, with resolutions
of 3800 and 3000, respectively. IRAS images of the nebulae with resolutions of about 20 (90M, 40 cm3) are
also analyzed. A remarkable resemblance among the optical, infrared, and radio images of these ring nebu-
lae is observed. The VLA data indicate that Anon. WR 101 is thermal in nature. An ionized mass of
230  40 M and electron densities in the range 40–55 cm3 were estimated for Anon. WR 101. The
derived ionized masses and electron densities in the inner and outer shells of the nebula related toWR 113 are
20  10M, 180–500 cm3 and 90M 40 cm3, respectively. Based on infrared data at 60 and 100 lm,
the derived masses and temperatures for the dust component in the ring nebula aroundWR 101 are 0.3–1M
and 40 K. The associated masses suggest that the ring nebula related to WR 101 and the outer arc associ-
ated with WR 113 consist of swept-up interstellar matter, while the relatively low ionized mass associated
with the inner shell of the nebula aroundWR 113 may contain a nonnegligible contribution of expelled ejecta
material. The derived electron densities for the nebula around WR 101 and the inner shell around WR 113
are comparable to electron densities for otherW-R ring nebulae. Low ﬁlling factors are inferred for both neb-
ulae. The nebulae probably originated during the currentW-R phase of the stars.
Key words: ISM: bubbles — ISM: individual (Anon.WR 101, AnonWR 113) —
stars: individual (WR 101,WR 113) — stars: Wolf-Rayet
1. INTRODUCTION
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are evolved massive stars that
have lost a signiﬁcant portion of their envelopes in the form
of stellar winds. The mass lost by these stars, together with
the interstellar matter swept up by the action of the stellar
wind, is expected to appear as a circumstellar ring nebula.
These nebulae are thermal in nature (e.g., Johnson & Hogg
1965; Goss & Lozinskaya 1995). Three diﬀerent mecha-
nisms are involved in their formation (Chu 1991). Accord-
ing to the dominant mechanism, they can be classiﬁed as (1)
R type, radiatively excited H ii regions, (2) E type, mainly
consisting of stellar ejecta, and (3) W type, stellar wind-
blown bubbles. R-type nebulae are also further classiﬁed as
shell-structured H ii regions (RS) or amorphous H ii regions
(Ra).
Ring nebulae are identiﬁed at optical (e.g., Chu, Treﬀers,
& Kwitter 1983; Miller & Chu 1993; Marston, Chu, & Gar-
cia-Segura 1994a,Marston et al. 1994b), infrared (e.g., Mar-
ston 1991; Mathis et al. 1992), and radio wavelengths (e.g.,
Johnson & Hogg 1965; Wendker et al. 1975; Goss & Lozin-
skaya 1995; Cappa et al. 1999). Concentric rings originating
in diﬀerent phases of the evolution of the central star have
also been detected (Marston 1995a, 1995b). At present,
about 25% of the 227 Galactic W-R stars (van der Hucht
2001) have associated circumstellar optical nebulae.
Only a few of these W-R nebulae have radio continuum
studies performed with appropriate angular resolution, e.g.,
nebular diameter to resolution ratio10–15. Previous radio
continuum observations of W-R ring nebulae obtained with
high angular resolution were carried out using the Wester-
bork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), the Very Large
Array (VLA), and the Synthesis Telescope of the Dominion
Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO). NGC 2359 and
M1–M67 were observed with the WSRT telescope at 1.4
and 5 GHZ with synthesized beams of 4600 and 600 (Israel &
Felli 1976; Felli & Perinotto 1979). The same telescope was
used to observe NGC 6888 (around WR 136) at 0.6, 1.4,
and 5 GHz with synthesized beams less than 10 (Wendker et
al. 1975). G2.41.2 (around WR 102; Goss & Lozinskaya
1995) and NGC 2359 (around WR 7; Cappa et al. 1999)
were studied by using the VLA at 1.465 GHz, with angular
resolutions of 1900 and 3000, respectively. The nebulae around
WR 134 and WR 130 were analyzed using the DRAO syn-
thesis telescope at 21 cm with angular resolution of 10
(Pineault et al. 1993; Gervais & St-Louis 1999; Cichowolski
et al. 2001). There is good agreement between the optical
and the radio features for most of these nebulae. Ionized
masses of 60 and 70M were derived for G2.41.2 and the
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windblown ﬁlamentary shell in NGC 2359, respectively,
indicating that these nebulae mainly consist of swept-up
interstellar matter. On the contrary, ionized masses in the
range 1–6 M were derived for M1–M67, NGC 6888, and
the nebula linked to WR 134 (Wendker et al. 1975; Israel &
Felli 1976; Gervais & St-Louis 1999). For the case of NGC
2359, these radio observations helped in clarifying the origin
of the nebula, since previous mass determinations had sug-
gested lower masses and hence a possible E-type origin.
In this paper we describe radio continuum observations
at 1465 MHz toward the ring nebulae associated with WR
101 and WR 113 by using the VLA. The main goals are to
investigate the nature of the sources and to perform detailed
imaging. Radio continuum observations lead to estimates
of electron densities and ionized masses, independent of
extinction. Complementary high-resolution IRAS data were
also obtained from IPAC to determine the properties of the
dust.
The optical ring nebula associated withWR 101 was iden-
tiﬁed in H by Marston et al. (1994b). The nebula appears
as a faint arc of diﬀuse emission with a major axis of 110.
TheW-R star appears superposed on the eastern edge of the
nebula (see their Fig. 12). The nebula is bright to the east,
while the fainter emission to the west is poorly deﬁned.
According to these authors, the star has moved to its current
position, illuminating that side of the nebula. The nebula
was classiﬁed as W/E type (Marston 1997). Marston (1996)
identiﬁed an infrared shell 800 in diameter in the IRAS data,
which was interpreted as a windblown bubble created by the
previous O-type star phase.
WR 113 belongs to the eclipsing binary system CV Ser
and is a probable member of the Ser OB2 association (e.g.,
van der Hucht 2001). Gonza´lez & Rosado (1984) discovered
a double optical structure around the star, which consists of
an inner ring 40 in radius and an outer arc 90 in radius,
located at the northern edge of the bright H ii region Sh 54
(Sharpless 1959). They suggest that the inner ring origi-
nated by the action of the stellar wind of the W-R star on
the surroundings. The outer ring could have been formed in
the ﬁrst stages of the W-R phase or in a phase previous to
theW-R stage. They suggest that the outer ring is photoion-
ized by HD 168112 (an 5.5f-type star belonging to Ser OB2),
while the characteristics of the optical emission of the inner
ring are compatible with low-velocity shock emission. H
images of the nebula (Miller & Chu 1993; Esteban &
Rosado 1995) show the inner structure as an elongated ring-
like feature, while the larger one has a semicircular shape
(Gonzalez &Rosado 1984). Based on detailed spectroscopy,
Esteban & Rosado (1995) conclude that photoionization by
the W-R star is the main source of excitation, ﬁnd no clear
evidence for expansion, and suggest that the nebula is of
typeRS. The observed line widths are larger close to the cen-
ter of the nebula than near their borders, probably indicat-
ing a higher degree of internal turbulence at the center. This
eﬀect could have originated in the mechanical interaction of
the wind of the central star or in the presence of a bubble
expanding at a lower velocity (Esteban &Rosado 1995).
Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the W-R stars WR
101 andWR 113.WR 101 andWR 113 are carbon-rich late-
type stars. These kinds of objects have infrared excesses due
to the presence of circumstellar dust shells (see Williams
1995). WR 113 has a persistent circumstellar dust shell (Wil-
liams, van der Hucht, & The 1987), and temporal declines in
brightness have been interpreted as occasional eclipses due
to temporary condensing clouds formed in the wind-wind
collision zone around the companion (Veen et al. 1998).
In the following sections we describe the VLA observa-
tions and infrared data (x 2). The radio and infrared results
corresponding to the ring nebulae are analyzed and dis-
cussed in x 3, while the main conclusions are summarized in
x 4. The two nebulae were detected in the NRAO VLA Sky
Survey (Condon et al. 1998) but the quality of the images is
low because of confusion arising from numerous sources in
the galactic plane.
2. DATA SETS
2.1. VLAObservations and Reduction
The two ﬁelds were observed in the radio continuum at
1465 MHz (20 cm) by using the Very Large array (VLA) of
the NRAO in the DnC conﬁguration on 2000 July 3 and 5.
The sources 1328+307 (3C 286; S1.46 GHz = 14.9 Jy) and
1748-253 (S1.46 GHz = 1.3 Jy) were used as primary and sec-
ondary ﬂux density calibrators, respectively. The bandwidth
was 50MHz and the total integration time per source, about
2 hours. The main parameters of the observed ﬁelds are
listed in Table 2.
The data were edited, calibrated, and imaged using Astro-
nomical Image Processing System tasks. Data correspond-
ing to WR 101 were also self-calibrated. The images were
made using the VTESS task with total ﬂux densities of 3.1
TABLE 1
Main Parameters of theW-R Stars and Related Ring Nebulae
Star
R.A., Decl.
(B1950) Spectral Typea
AV
(mag)
d
(kpc)
_M
(105M yr1) Vw(km s1)
WR 101 (DA 3) ............ (17h41m53 99, 31490400) WC 8 7.34b, 7.71c 3.2a, 6.9b 1600d
WR113 (HD 168206)... (18h16m19 98, 113901600) WC 8d+O8–O IV 3.23  0.1a 1.8a, 2.5,b 2.0e,f <5.6g, 2.0  0.3,h 2.4f 1400i, 1890j
a Van der Hucht 2001.
b Conti & Vacca 1990.
c Smith, Shara, &Moﬀat 1990.
d Eenens &Williams 1994 (mean values).
e Esteban &Rosado 1995.
f Nugis & Lamers 2000.
g Leitherer, Chapman, &Koribalski 1997.
h Lamontagne et al. 1996.
i Koesterke &Hamann 1995.
j Nugis, Crowther, &Willis 1998.
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and 11.0 Jy for the ﬁelds corresponding to WR 101 andWR
113, respectively, based on a conservative extrapolation to
the center of the uv plane.
2.2. Infrared Data
High-resolution (HIRES) IRAS images at 12, 25, 60, and
100 lm of the ring nebulae were obtained from the Infrared
Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC)2 and examined. The
images have angular resolutions of’0<7, 0<8, 1<3, and 1<8 at
12, 25, 60, and 100 lm, respectively.
3. RING NEBULAE AROUND THE W-R STARS
3.1. Anon.WR 101 (G357.51.4)
Figure 1 displays the radio continuum image at 1465
MHz as obtained with the VLA. The cross indicates the
position of the star. At radio wavelengths, the nebula shows
a complete and patchy ring structure about 120 in diameter,
centered at  = 17h41m50s,  = 3148<0 (B1950). The
source appears as a bright ring, with a faint emission con-
necting the southeast and the southwest. A strong radio
source is detected in the southeastern section, close to the
position of theW-R star. The comparison between the radio
and the H (Marston et al. 1994b) images shows good cor-
relation in the northern, eastern, and western sections of the
ring, while the weak radio emission connecting the south-
eastern and southwestern regions is not detectable in the H
image.
Based on the VLA image, we derive a ﬂux density
S1.46 GHz = 3.1  0.3 Jy for the structure. The source was
detected by Haynes, Caswell, & Simons (1978) in the 4.85
GHz survey, with a ﬂux density S4.85 GHz = 2.8  0.3 Jy,
suggesting a ﬂat spectral index. The parameters of the H ii
region are listed in Table 3. The FWHM of the source is
indicated in arcminutes and in parsecs. The emission meas-
ure EM, the rms electron density ne, and the ionized mass
Mi were estimated from the expressions by Mezger & Hen-
derson (1967), assuming an electron temperature of 104 K,
10% abundance of singly ionized He, and a distance of 3.2
kpc (van der Hucht 2001). The quoted distance error (0.8
kpc) corresponds to a typical uncertainty of DMV = 0.5
mag for the W-R star (e.g., van der Hucht 2001). The deter-
mination of the actual ionized mass and electron density
relies on the geometry of the nebula. The derived values nf
(=ni f
0.5) andMf (=Mi f 0.5) are also listed in Table 3. Based
on the uncertainty in distance, the error in the derived mass
is 50%. We estimated the volume-ﬁlling factor f based on
the radio and optical images. Assuming that the nebula is a
section of a shell of about 1<0 in thickness with 25%–50% of
its surface covered by ionized gas, f ’ 0.15–0.30. Uncer-
tainty in the ﬁlling factor is diﬃcult to evaluate. However,
since the ring appearance is well deﬁned both at optical and
radio wavelengths, the ﬁlling factor uncertainty relies on the
fraction of the shell surface that is covered by ionized mate-
rial. The original ambient density obtained by distributing
TABLE 2
Observational Parameters
Parameter WR 101 WR 113
Field center (B1950) ................................ (17h41m53s, 31 4905000) 18h16m10s, 11 400)
Galactic coordinates (l, b) ....................... (357=47, 1=43) (18=91, +1=75)
FWHMof synthesized beam................... 44>8  32>4 39>8  22>6
Position angle ......................................... +49 +82
Total ﬂux density (Jy).............................. 3.1  0.3 11  1.0
rms (mJy beam1) ................................... 0.6 1.5
S toTB,21 scale [K (mJy beam
1)1]........ 0.42 0.68
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Fig. 1.—VLA image of the radio continuum emission of Anon. WR 101
at 1465 MHz (synthesized beam = 44>8  32>4, P. A. = +49). The gray
scale corresponds to0.1 to 120 mJy beam1. The contours are 2, 5, 10, 20,
30, and 50mJy beam1. The cross indicates the position ofWR 101.
2 IPAC is funded by NASA as part of the IRAS extended mission under
contract to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
TABLE 3
Derived Physical Parameters of the Ring Nebulae
WR113
W-R Star WR101 Inner Outer
S1.4 GHz (Jy) ......................... 3.1  0.3 4.1  0.4 2.7  0.3
Adopted distance (kpc) ....... 3.2  0.8 2.0  0.6 2.0  0.6
FWHM (arcmin)................. 8.2  8.3 7.7  2.8 12 (3)
Size (pc) .............................. 7.6  7.7 4.5  1.6 7  2
EM (103 pc cm6) ................ 5.6 23.8 9.2
ne (cm
3) ............................. 21 70 40
Mi (M) .............................. 500 74 90
Filling factor, f .................... 0.15–0.30 0.02–0.15 1
nf (cm
3).............................. 40–55 180–500 . . .
Mf (M) .............................. 190–265 11–29 . . .
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the actual ionized mass within the volume of a sphere of
about 4.5 pc in radius (a bit larger than the FWHM size) is
n0  25 cm3, indicating that the nebula evolved in a rela-
tively dense ambient medium.
The source centered at  = 17h41m58 90  0 91,
 = 3149050>2  0>8 (B1950) has a ﬂux density of
390  15 mJy and a deconvolved size of 4200. Although a
chance superposition of a background source cannot be
ruled out, the distribution of the ionized material suggests
that this bright source is in fact related to the nebula. If its
origin is thermal, the emission measure and electron density
for the bright source are 105 pc cm6 and 3  102 cm3,
respectively ( f = 1was assumed).
The ring nebula is clearly detected in the infrared at 25,
60, and 100 lm. Figure 2a displays the 60 lmHIRES image
of the nebula, while Figure 2b shows the superposition of
the 60 lm (gray scale) and radio continuum (contour lines)
images. The comparison between the radio and the HIRES
images shows excellent agreement between the IR and radio
structures. The strong infrared emission to the southeast
coincides with both the point source IRAS 17419–3150,
which was detected in the four IRAS bands, and the small-
scale structure IRAS X1741318. The cataloged ﬂux den-
sities for the point source in the 12, 25, 60, and 100 lmbands
are 4, 11, 95, and 95 Jy, respectively. The colors of the source
are compatible with an H ii region (see Fig. 1 by Osterloh,
Henning, & Laundhardt 1997).
IR ﬂux density determinations for extended structures
depend on both the actual extent of the source and the
amount of foreground and background emission. To quan-
tify the associated uncertainties, ﬂux densities were inde-
pendently determined in two ways. First, these were
obtained by simply integrating the original images over the
area of the ring nebula and subtracting a ﬁxed background
corresponding to the lower contour line deﬁning the nebula.
The second method consisted in ﬁrst applying a background
ﬁltering technique (Kothes & Kerton 2002) to remove large-
scale features (diﬀerent ﬁlter sizes were used and a ﬁlter size
of 300 found to yield the best results) and then simply using
the DRAO IMVIEW task to integrate over the ring nebula
(a twisted background ﬁtted to the sides of the deﬁning pol-
ygon is automatically subtracted). Both methods, applied to
diﬀerent polygons, gave similar results and these were aver-
aged to give the ﬁnal values and corresponding errors.
The ﬁnal IR ﬂux densities for the whole nebula are
315  40 and 280  70 Jy at 60 and 100 lm, respectively.
The quoted errors are compatible with uncertainties of 30%
and 70%, for 60 and 100 lm respectively, quoted by Fich &
Terebey (1996) for extended sources brighter than 100 Jy.
The nebula is barely detectable at 12 lm. The measured ﬂux
densities indicate that the HIRES spectral energy distribu-
tion peaks near 60 lm as was also found for NGC 6888
(around WR 136) and RCW 58 (around WR 40) (Mathis et
al. 1992).
Using the ﬂux densities at 60 and 100 lm, standard dust
parameters (see Draine & Lee 1984), and the expressions by
Cichowolski et al. (2001), the derived dust temperature lies
in the range 40–44 K for a spectral index of the dust absorp-
tion eﬃciency n = 1.5–2.0. The estimated dust mass is
0.3–1.0M. The dust temperature is similar to the temper-
atures derived for bow shocks (Van Buren &McCray 1988).
The amount of dust and ionized masses suggests a gas-to-
dust mass ratio of more than 200. Errors in dust mass esti-
mates and, particularly, an overestimated ionized mass may
explain this high value. Thus, the present gas-to-dust ratio
favors lower ﬁlling factors than those adopted. We note also
that only the ionized gas was taken into account since the
amount of associated neutral and molecular material is
unknown.
For H ii regions, a strong correlation exists between the
brightness temperature at 11 cm, TB,11, and I60, its equiva-
lent at 60 lm (e.g., Broadbent, Haslam, & Osborne 1989;
Fu¨rst, Reich, & Sofue 1987; Moon &Koo 1994). In particu-
lar Broadbent et al. (1989) obtained the relation
TB,11 = (6.4  1.7) 103 I60, where TB,11 is in kelvins and
I60 in megajanskys per steradian. Assuming a spectral index
 = 0.1, this relation becomes TB,21 = (23.0  6.1)
103I60, or equivalently I60 = (43.5  11.5) TB,21, while
for a typical nonthermal spectral index  = 0.5, I60 =
(34.0  9.0) TB,21.
To test this relation, we convolved both the 60 lm and
VLA images to a common resolution of 1<7, blanking out
an area centered on the bright source IRAS 174193150 to
avoid inducing an excessive bias caused by the few bright
pixels from this source. The plot in Figure 3a, correspond-
ing to the ringlike structure nearWR 101, shows the correla-
tion between I60 and TB,21. The slope ﬁtted to the plot is
8.1  0.9. This result is inconclusive.
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Fig. 2.—(a) HIRES infrared image at 60 lm of Anon. WR 101
(G357.51.4), angular resolution ’1<6  1<0. The gray scale corresponds
to10 to 170MJy sr1. The contours are10, 0, 10, and 30 to 110 in steps
of 20 MJy sr1. (b) Radio continuum contours superposed on the infrared
image of the nebula.
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We carried out an independent check of this radio-infra-
red correlation by calculating the ratio R of the brightness
at 60 lm expressed in janskys per beam area of the corre-
sponding VLA image and the radio brightness in janskys
per beam area. Fu¨rst et al. (1987) have shown that R < 10
for known supernova remnants and that R varies between
500 and 1500 for H ii regions. The value obtained for the
region corresponding to Figure 3a is 120  14, intermediate
between the thermal and nonthermal cases. Both this value
and the I60 versus TB,21 plot may suggest some contamina-
tion of nonthermal radio emission and/or large background
uncertainties in the infrared image. Future multifrequency
radio imaging is required to answer this question.
The point source IRAS 17411–3154 ( = 17h41m700,
 = 3154<4 [B1950]), which does not have a radio coun-
terpart, appears to be unconnected with the nebula.
On a larger scale, the IR ring nebula associated with WR
101 appears projected onto the northern section of the large
IRAS shell (800 in diameter) found byMarston (1996) in the
direction of the W-R star. Figure 4 shows the HIRES image
at 60 l, where the shell appears better deﬁned than in the
original IRAS data (see Fig. 1 by Marston 1996). By deﬁn-
ing an area including both the small and the large IR fea-
tures, we estimate the ﬂux densities at 60 and 100 lm as
(2.9  0.6) 103 and (7.5  1.5) 103 Jy, respectively. The
derived dust temperature is	30 K, signiﬁcantly cooler than
that in the ring nebula itself. The dust mass in the large IR
feature is 18 M (for n = 1.5). Note that the diﬀuse radio
emission north of the ring nebula (Fig. 1) is probably related
to the large IR shell (Fig. 4).
The eccentric position of WR 101 (Fig. 1), close to the
densest part of the nebula, could arise from the inhomoge-
neous structure of the interstellar medium (ISM) near the
W-R star or from the motion of the star inside the shell. In
the ﬁrst case, the expansion of the H ii region may have been
favored to the north, south, and west of the W-R star
because of the lower densities. The low radio emission from
the southern part of the nebula may be suggestive of a blow-
out into the large IR shell. For the second explanation, the
tangential motion of the star cannot be evaluated from the
available proper-motion information (lcos  = 0.3  2.8
mas, l = 0.4  2.8 mas, from the Tycho-2 Catalogue;
Hog et al. 2000) because of the large uncertainties.
An estimate of the dynamical age td of the nebula can be
obtained assuming that the nebula is in the energy-conserv-
ing phase (Weaver et al. 1977). The dynamical age in units
of 106 yr is t6 = (Rs/27)
1.67 (L36/n0)
0.33, where Rs is the
radius of the nebula, L36 the stellar wind luminosity in units
of 1036 ergs s1, and n0 the original ambient density. Assum-
ing conservative values for the mass-loss rate and the termi-
nal velocity ( _M = 1  105 M yr1 and Vw = 1500 km
s1, compatible with the values listed in Table 1), L36 = 7.2.
Adopting Rs = 3.9 pc and n0 = 25 cm
3, td = 6  104 yr.
Fig. 3.—Plots of the 60 lm brightness I60 vs. the brightness temperature
TB at 21 cm, corresponding to (a) G357.51.4 (Anon. WR 101) and (b)
G18.8+1.8. Note the diﬀerent scales.
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Fig. 4.—HIRES infrared image of the large IRAS shell at 60 lm (angular
resolution = 2<2). The gray scale corresponds to 20 to 60 MJy sr1. The
contours are 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40MJy sr1.
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This value is a lower limit since most of the ring nebulae
seem to be in an intermediate stage between the energy- and
the momentum-conserving cases (e.g., Chu et al. 1983). An
upper limit to the expansion velocityVexp can be derived fol-
lowingWeaver et al. (1977) asVexp = 0.6Rs/t6 = 40 km s
1.
The estimated dynamical age suggests that the nebula
probably originated during the W-R phase of the star. The
upper limit to the expansion velocity is compatible with the
observed expansion velocities in the range 15–40 km s1 for
most of the W-R ring nebulae classiﬁed asW and R. A clas-
siﬁcation as W- or R-type for G357.51.4 is compatible
with the large ionized mass in the nebula.
3.2. Anon.WR 113 (G18.8+1.8)
The 1465 MHz radio continuum emission distribution in
the region of WR 113 is shown in Figure 5. As in Figure 1,
the cross indicates the position of the W-R star. The radio
image shows an extended source centered near
 = 18h16m7s,  = 1141<2 (B1950), with the star close to
its northeastern border. The brighter central radio emission
region (7<7  2<8 in diameter) appears surrounded by a dif-
fuse and fainter region (170  130 in diameter).
The strong radio source centered at  = 18h15m05s,
 = 1146<5 (B1950) (G18.7+2.0; Goss & Day 1970) is a
small H ii region related to Sh 54 and the open cluster NGC
6604, unconnected to the ring nebula. Lockman (1989)
detected a radio recombination line from this source with an
LSR velocity of27 km s1.
The comparison between the radio and the optical (see
Fig. 1 by Miller & Chu 1993; Esteban & Rosado 1995)
images shows that the extended radio source projected close
to the star is the radio counterpart of the optical inner ring
associated with the star. The western and southern sections
of the ring nebula are very prominent at 1465 MHz, while
the northeastern section is barely detectable. The radio
emission near  = 18h16m15s,  = 1142<0 (B1950) and
 = 18h16m05s,  = 1139<3 (B1950) correlates with a
bright ﬁlament detected in H, [N ii], and [S ii] (Miller &
Chu 1993; Esteban & Rosado 1995). The region of low H
and [N ii] emission near the center of the optical ring also
appears as a region of low emission at 1465 MHz at
 = 18h16m18s,  = 1140<5 (B1950), suggesting that the
ionized gas shows a minimum in this region. The strongest
radio emission region near  = 18h16m05s,  = 1141<0
(B1950), coincides with a region of faint optical emission,
indicating that the dust lanes observed in the optical image
obscure this portion of the nebula.
The faint extended radio emission detected to the west
above 1 mJy beam1 (from  = 18h15m40s,  = 11350 to
 = 18h16m15s,  = 11500 [B1950]) is associated with the
outer optical ring identiﬁed by Gonza´lez &Rosado (1984).
The infrared image of the nebula at 60 lm is displayed in
Figure 6 (gray scale). The infrared and radio images co-
incide. At infrared and radio wavelengths (see Reich et al.
1990), the nebula appears projected onto extended
background emission probably related to the whole Sh 54
complex.
The radio counterpart of the optical nebula can be identi-
ﬁed with the radio source G18.8+1.8, belonging to the H ii
region Sh 54 (RCW 167, W35). G18.8+1.8 was detected at
0.4 GHz (Shaver & Goss 1970a), 2.7 GHz (Goss & Day
1970; Reich et al. 1990), and 5 GHz (Goss & Shaver 1970)
with angular resolutions of 30, 80 and 4<3, and 4<1, respec-
tively. The ﬂux density of the source was estimated to be
S0.4 GHz = 11.5 Jy (80 in size) and S5 GHz = 20.1 Jy (120 in
size; Shaver & Goss 1970b). These last authors conclude
that the source is thermal in nature.
The main physical parameters derived from the present
VLA data for both the inner and outer rings are summar-
ized in Table 3. Our estimates are based on the same
assumptions as for the nebula aroundWR 101 (Te = 10
4 K,
10% single ionized He abundance). The adopted distance is
2.0  0.6 kpc, in close agreement with the stellar distance
(see Table 1). Based on [S ii] line intensity ratios, Esteban &
Rosado (1995) derived n[S ii] ’ 1000 cm3, indicating a
highly inhomogeneous nebula. Since electron density esti-
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Fig. 5.—VLA image of the radio continuum emission of the nebula
related to WR 113 (G18.8+1.8) at 1465 MHz (synthesized
beam = 39>8  22>6, P.A. = +82). The gray scale corresponds to 1 to 90
mJy beam1. The contours are 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, and 60 mJy
beam1. The cross indicates the position ofWR 113.
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Fig. 6.—Radio continuum contours of G18.8+1.8 superposed on the
HIRES infrared image at 60 lm. The gray scale corresponds to 500 to 1500
MJy sr1. The contours are the same as in Fig. 5.
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mates using [S ii] favor the densest parts of the nebula, the
ﬁlling factor could be as low as f = (ne/n[S ii])
2 ’ 0.005. We
believe that reasonable values for the inner shell as a whole
are in the range f ’ 0.02–0.15, which results in electron den-
sities nf ’ 180–500 cm3. The ionized mass in the range 11–
29M, obtained using the same ﬁlling factors, suggests that
a nonnegligible fraction of the ionized mass in the inner ring
may be stellar ejecta material. The outer ring probably con-
sists of swept-up ISM. Ambient densities n0  25 cm3 are
obtained by distributing the ionized gas within the volume
of a sphere of 2.0 pc in radius.
IR ﬂux densities and dust temperatures have not been
estimated for this structure because of the extended back-
ground emission and the diﬃculty of accurately determining
the size of the region associated with WR 113. As was done
for WR 101 above, we also produced a correlation diagram
between TB,21 and I60 (Fig. 3b). Only the emission immedi-
ately surrounding WR 113 was considered (in particular,
the very strong emission from G18.7+2.0, near the western
edge of the VLA image, is not included). The ﬁtted slope is
40.2  5.7. The emission originating fromWR 113 is clearly
thermal. The ratio between the brightness at 60 lm and the
radio brightness is R = 610  90 for this region, thus con-
ﬁrming its thermal nature.
The dust and the ionized gas distributions are consistent
with a location of the nebula in the border of the ambient
material in the Sh 54 ionized complex. Most of the material
to the east and north of the star has probably been blown by
the stellar winds during the present W-R phase or previous
evolutionary phases. The motion of the star toward the
northeast could also be responsible for the present position
of the star relative to the nebula. The components of the
proper motion ofWR 113 listed by theHipparcosCatalogue
(lcos  = 3.57  1.46 mas yr1, l = 2.53  0.91 mas
yr1) and Tycho-2 Catalogue (lcos  = 0.6  1.4 mas
yr1, l = 2.2  1.5 mas yr1; Hog et al. 2000) are inconclu-
sive since they are so discrepant both in modulus and direc-
tion. We note that proper motions for stars at distances
greater than 1.5 kpc have large uncertainties.
Finally, a rough estimate of the dynamical age of the ring
nebula can be obtained using the expressions by McCray
(1983). The dynamical age is thus t6 = 0.55RS/Vexp, where
the constant represents a mean value between the energy-
and momentum-conserving cases. Adopting RS = 2.3 pc as
the radius of the inner ring and Vexp = 5–10 km s
1 (since
the observed line widths could be explained if the ring neb-
ula is expanding at low velocity; see x 1), td ’ (1.3–2.5) 105
yr. The stellar wind luminosity L36 necessary to create the
nebula, obtained using the expression for the energy-con-
serving case (Weaver et al 1977) is L36 = 0.007–0.05.
The derived dynamical age suggests that the ring nebula
originated during the W-R phase of the star. The observed
stellar wind luminosity is L36obs = 7.2, adopting the same
values for _M and Vw as in x 3.1. The ratio between the
observed and the inferred stellar wind luminosities is
L36obs/L36 > 140, suggesting that the nebula is in an inter-
mediate stage between the energy- and momentum-conserv-
ing cases. This discrepancy between the stellar wind
luminosities derived from observations and the energy-con-
serving model has been reported previously for galactic and
extragalactic windblown bubble nebulae (e.g., Naze´ et al.
2001). Similar discrepancies were also found in the galactic
H i interstellar bubbles around Of and W-R stars (e.g.,
Cappa et al. 1999; Cappa &Herbstmeier 2000).
4. SUMMARY
Based on radio continuum observations at 1.465 MHz
obtained using the VLA in the DnC array, we have investi-
gated the nature and parameters of the ring nebulae around
WR 101 and WR 113. Both nebulae have radio counter-
parts. G357.51.4, associated with WR 101, and
G18.8+1.8, related to WR 113, are thermal radio sources.
G18.8+1.8 consists of a bright ionized shell and an outer
arc barely detectable at radio wavelengths.
The ionized mass and electron density (corrected for ﬁll-
ing factor) of G357.51.4 are 230  40 M and 40–55
cm3. The high-resolution IRAS images at 60 and 100 lm
lead to a mass estimate of 0.3–1.0 M and a temperature
of40 K for the dust component. The gas-to-dust ratio sug-
gests that the ﬁlling factor of the nebula is quite low
( f < 0.1).
The ionized masses and electron densities in the inner and
outer structures in G18.8+1.8 are 20  10 M, 180–500
cm3 and90M, 40 cm3, respectively. Again in this case,
very low ﬁlling factors are inferred.
The electron density in G357.51.4 is similar to electron
density estimates for galactic W-R ring nebulae classiﬁed as
W or R (e.g., NGC 2359, RCW 78, G1.2+2.4, and S308; see
Esteban et al. 1992; Goss & Lozinskaya 1995; Cappa et al
1999), while the electron density in the inner shell of
G18.8+1.8 is compatible with determinations for E-type
and W/E nebulae (e.g., M1–M67, RCW 58, and NGC
6888; Esteban et al. 1992). These results suggest that for
G357.51.4 and the outer arc of G18.8+1.8 the nebulae
consist mainly of swept-up interstellar gas. On the other
hand, the inner shell of G18.8+1.8 may contain a relatively
large fraction of expelled ejecta material. Studies of chemi-
cal abundances are needed to clarify the origin of these
nebulae.
The ring nebula around WR 101 and the inner shell asso-
ciated with WR 113 were probably created during the W-R
phase of the stars. The inner shell around WR 113 is prob-
ably in an intermediate stage between the energy- and
momentum-conserving cases. A kinematic study of the ring
nebula associated with WR 101 is necessary to investigate
its evolutionary stage. Previous results show that many
galactic ring nebulae and H i interstellar bubbles around Of
and W-R stars are in an intermediate stage between the
energy- and momentum-conserving cases (e.g., Cappa et al.
1999; Cappa &Herbstmeier 2000 and references therein).
H i and molecular observations of these nebulae are nec-
essary to investigate the interplay between the ring nebulae
and the surrounding material.
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